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Three-body recombination rate of atomic nitrogen in low-pressure plasma flows
A. Bourdon* and P. Vervisch
Universite´ de Rouen, CNRS URA 230 CORIA, 76821 Mont Saint Aignan Cedex, France
~Received 11 March 1996!
A nonlinear collisional-radiative model for atomic nitrogen has been developed in order to determine
effective recombination and associated ionization coefficients for either optically thin or optically thick plas-
mas where 1018 m23<ne<1021 m23 and 2000 K<Te<12 000 K. A time-dependent approach confirms the
importance of the quasi-steady-state condition to derive meaningful rate coefficients. In order to implement
these coefficients in plasma flow codes, simple analytical expressions are proposed. Significant discrepancies
with existing literature values are pointed out and discussed. In recombining conditions, the relaxation time
necessary to reach the quasi-steady-state is calculated, and depends on the electron number density and on the
electron temperature. This time limits the validity of the recombination coefficient, especially in optically thick
cases. Finally, for practical applications, the number of levels in Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium at the quasi-
steady-state is also examined. @S1063-651X~96!09908-4#
PACS number~s!: 52.25.Jm, 34.10.1x
I. INTRODUCTION
The experimental determination of the effective three-
body recombination rate remains a difficult issue; therefore
most available results have been derived from theoretical
studies. However, the effective recombination reaction
N112e2!N1e2 results from numerous different elemen-
tary processes between the atomic levels of nitrogen. Hence
the accuracy of theoretical three-body recombination rates
depends on the choice of the atomic model and of the rate
coefficients for the elementary processes.
In earlier models for nitrogen @1–4#, more or less sophis-
ticated atomic models were considered, and the elementary
rate coefficients used were those initially derived for hydro-
gen and only slightly modified to adapt to nitrogen. Never-
theless, the theoretical three-body recombination rate deter-
mined by Park @1# for an optically thick medium was in
agreement with the main experimental data @5#, which are
limited to a small range of plasma parameters ~ne'1021 m23
and Te'10 000 K, where ne is the electron number density
and Te is the electron temperature!. In fact, usually in the
computation of plasma flows, whatever the importance of
radiative processes and the electron temperature range in the
medium, the very simple analytical form proposed by Park
@1# for 4000 K<Te<20 000 K is implemented.
In this paper, we propose to set up a time-dependent non-
equilibrium collisional-radiative model for atomic nitrogen
in order to determine the effective three-body recombination
rate ~denoted kr! for 1018 m23<ne<1021 m23 and 2000
K<Te<12 000 K. Earlier studies have been carried out for
Te>4000 K, but we also focus on lower electron tempera-
tures which may be met in supersonic or hypersonic flows in
high enthalpy wind tunnels and especially at the vicinity of
blunt bodies. In this work, we consider a spatially uniform
and electrically neutral plasma, and assume that the distribu-
tions of energies of particles are Maxwellian.
We use the elementary rate coefficients critically com-
piled by Kunc and Soon @6# in their study on the radiation
emitted by a nonequilibrium stationary atomic nitrogen
plasma. We update their data on e-N inelastic collisions @7#
and on Einstein coefficients @8–10#.
The interest of a time-dependent approach is the possibil-
ity to follow the temporal relaxation of atomic level popula-
tions and then to study in nitrogen the validity of the quasi-
steady-state hypothesis, already discussed in other plasmas
~in hydrogen @11,12#, helium @13#, and oxygen @14#!. We
also determine the location of the lowest atomic level whose
population is in Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium. This level,
usually called the critical level @15#, is useful for experimen-
tal studies since it indicates that lowest level whereby spec-
tral intensity measurements can be used to ascertain the ki-
netic temperature of the free-electron distribution. All these
results are discussed, and applied to the study of low-
pressure supersonic recombining nitrogen plasma flows. The
treatment of radiation is limited to either optically thick or
optically thin cases.
II. ATOMIC MODEL
In the electron temperature range of our study, we con-
sider only the ground term of N1, 2s22p2 3P ~14.54 eV!
which is taken as the ‘‘core’’ for all atoms. In atomic nitro-
gen, there is a large energy gap between the two metastable
levels ~2s22p3 2D0 and 2s22p3 2P0! with low excitation en-
ergies ~2.38 and 3.58 eV respectively!, and the resonant level
which excitation energy is about 10 eV. As a result, most of
the excited levels lie in a narrow region of energy, and are
usually coalesced in a reduced number of levels. However,
this procedure is somewhat arbitrary when the density of
levels is high, and therefore different atomic models exist for
nitrogen. For highly excited levels, one should also take into
account the ionization potential lowering. Indeed, the ioniza-
tion energy and thus the number of bound atomic levels of an
atom in a plasma are generally smaller than those of an iso-
lated atom. Two different theoretical approaches exist to es-
timate the ionization potential lowering DE . First, consider-
ing the influence of all the charged species surrounding the*Electronic address: Anne.Bourdon@coria.fr
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atom in the plasma, Griem @15# proposed ~Debye shielding!
DE52.95310211S neTeD
1/2
eV. ~1!
Second, considering only the influence of the closest ion
on the atom, Unso¨ld @16# obtained a value of DE which
exceeds the one given by Griem by up to a factor of 4. Some
authors simply sum both contributions to obtain the true ion-
ization potential lowering. However, Olsen @17# showed that
the Debye shielding formula should be used in plasmas
where the electron number density is lower than 1025 m23.
Therefore in our conditions, we can estimate the maximal
ionization potential lowering by
DEmax52.95310211S @ne#max@Te#minD
1/2
'0.02 eV. ~2!
This very small value indicates that, within our tempera-
ture and density ranges, the ionization potential lowering is
negligible and the maximum number of atomic levels has to
be taken into account. Table I compares the number of
atomic levels considered in different studies on nitrogen. It
clearly appears that the 14 level atomic model proposed by
Kunc and Soon @6#, in which the last bound level lies 1.62
eV under the ionization potential, does not meet the condi-
tion of Eq. ~2!.
However, in order to use the elementary rate coefficients
reviewed by Kunc and Soon, we have tried to find an atomic
model close to their model for the excited levels, the energy
of which is less than or equal to 12.92 eV. Among the dif-
ferent atomic models for nitrogen given in Table I, the 41-
level model proposed by Park @18# appears to be the closest
if we split the group of states labeled 10 and 13. It is inter-
esting to note that the group of states labeled 12 in Park’s
model has not been considered by Kunc and Soon, even
though this group of states generates the intense 1243 Å
lines.
Finally, in this paper, we take into account a 43-atomic-
level model in which the last bound level lies only at 0.07 eV
from the continuum. We will show in the following sections
that, in our conditions, this atomic model turns out to be a
good compromise between the negligible ionization potential
lowering and the inaccuracy of atomic models for highly
excited levels.
III. ELEMENTARY RATE COEFFICIENTS
In a uniform plasma, the evolution of the population den-
sity of an excited atomic level i is due to different elemen-
tary processes. We neglect atom-atom and atom-ion inelastic
collisions in comparison to the electron-atom collisions, and
retain
Ni1e2
Cji
Ci j
N j1e2 for i, j , ~3!
where Ci j ~m3 s21! and Cji ~m3 s21! are, respectively, the
electron-impact excitation rate coefficient for the transition
from the level i to the level j and its inverse deexcitation rate
coefficient
Ni1e2
bci
b ic
N112e2, ~4!
where bic ~m3 s21! and bci ~m6 s21! are, respectively, the
electron-impact ionization rate coefficient from the level i
and the three-body recombination rate coefficient on the
level i;
Nj ——!
A ji
Ni1hn for i, j , ~5!
where A ji ~s21! is the transition probability ~Einstein coeffi-
cient! from the level j to the level i; and
N11e2 ——!
a i
RR
1a i
RD
Ni1e2, ~6!
where a i
RR ~m3 s21! and a i
RD ~m3 s21! are, respectively, the
radiative and dielectronic recombination rate coefficients on
the level i . Dielectronic recombination is in fact the result of
a two-stage process @6#:
N11e2!N*!Ni1hn , ~7!
where N* represents an autoionizing state of the N atom.
A. Electron-impact excitation and deexcitation rate coefficients
Experimental data being very scarce, excitation cross sec-
tions are determined theoretically. We use the formalism de-
veloped by Sobelman, Vainshtein, and Yukov @21# for all
transitions between the lowest atomic levels, the energy of
which is less than or equal to 12.92 eV. ‘‘Difficult’’ transi-
tions ~i.e., involving two atomic electrons! turned out to have
a negligible influence in our conditions and the associated
rates are derived from a binary-encounter approximation. All
details are given in the paper of Kunc and Soon @6#. For
atomic levels close to the continuum, all atoms are almost
hydrogenic. Therefore, the formalism initially developed for
hydrogen by Gryzinski @22# is used for these levels, and is no
doubt more adapted than the Vainshtein formalism.
The use of two different theoretical approaches results in
abrupt changes in the rate coefficient values for intermediate
transitions ~namely, 10,i,20$i25, j,i15!. In order to
eliminate this anomaly already mentioned in other plasma
studies @23#, we introduce, in the same way, a correction
factor such that rate coefficient values vary smoothly from
TABLE I. Comparisons of different atomic models in nitrogen.
np is the total number of atomic levels and E(np) is the energy of
the last bound level.
Atomic models
np E(np)
~eV!
Te range
~103 K!
ne range
~m23!
Kulander @2# 5 11.80 10–1000 1024–1027
Park @18# 41 14.47 >8 >1020
Park @19# 35 14.49 4–11 1019–1022
Potapov et al. @3# 63 14.35 4–20 1016–1024
Taylor and Ali @4# 13 12.82 11–30 1022–1025
Kunc and Soon @6# 14 12.92 8–15
Park @20# 22 14.41
Our model 43 14.47 2–12 1018–1021
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one model to the other. Discrepancies on the effective three-
body recombination rate coefficient kr values due to this cor-
rection remain within a factor of 2.
For transitions between the three lowest atomic levels
~ground state and the metastables!, excitation cross sections
calculated recently by Ramsbottom and Bell @7# have been
used. These results seem to be much more accurate than
those determined earlier by Henry, Burke, and Sinfailam
@24#, and used by Kunc and Soon.
B. Electron-impact ionization and three-body
recombination rate coefficients
For the ground state and the two lowest excited levels, the
models retained by Kunc and Soon have been used. For the
other atomic levels, the good agreement noted between the
rate coefficient values given by different hydrogenic models
@21,25,26# led us to use the classical model approximation
derived by Gryzinski and Kunc @26#.
C. Spontaneous emission
Electric dipole transition probabilities being far much
higher than those of electric quadripole and magnetic dipole
transitions, the latter have been neglected. For excited levels,
the energy of which is less than or equal to 12.92 eV, we
have taken into account all the transitions reviewed by Kunc
and Soon and added the 1243 Å lines. We have also consid-
ered transitions issuing from atomic levels lying higher than
12.92 eV. For all transitions, the best possible Einstein coef-
ficients available in the literature have been used
@6,8,9,10,27,28#. However, the higher the principal quantum
number of an atomic level, the less efficient the radiative
processes are in comparison to collisions. Thus, in our
model, all atomic levels lying higher than 13.7 eV have been
considered as nonradiative levels.
D. Radiative and dielectronic recombinations
Nussbaumer and Storey @29,30# showed that the two-stage
process of dielectronic recombination is much more efficient
than the radiative recombination process at electron tempera-
tures below 20 000 K. For both recombination processes, we
consider only the coefficients for the effective ~direct plus
cascade! transitions to the three first atomic levels. For di-
electronic recombination, the effective recombination rate
coefficient a i
RD for i51, 2, and 3 has been fitted by Nuss-
baumer and Storey, and finally the total dielectronic recom-
bination rate is
aRD5(
i51
3
a i
RD51310212@0.63110.231024Te#Te
21.5
3expS 24398Te D m3 s21. ~8!
The radiative recombination cross sections have been de-
rived from the photoionization cross sections determined by
Henry @31#. We have calculated and fitted the associated total
radiative recombination rate, and obtained
aRR5(
i51
3
a i
RR57.64310218Te
20.4 m3 s21. ~9!
IV. MASTER EQUATIONS
As a result of the different elementary processes men-
tioned above, the rate equation describing the evolution of
the population density denoted Ni ~m23! of the atomic level
labeled i can be written as
dNi
dt 5N
˙
i5(jÞi neN jC ji1(j.i N jA jik j i1neN
1
3@a i
RRk i
RR1a i
RDk i
RD1nebci#
2NiF(jÞi neCi j1(k,i Aikk ik1neb icG . ~10!
for 1<i<np , where np is the total number of atomic levels,
ne ~m
23! the electron number density and N1 ~m23! the
number density of N1. For the escape factors denoted ki j ,
k i
RR and k i
RD
, respectively, for bound-bound, free-bound,
and dielectronic radiation, we consider only the limit cases
where they are equal either to 0 ~optically thick plasma! or to
1 ~optically thin plasma!.
The rate equation for the production of electrons is
dne
dt 5n
˙
e5(
i
neNib ic2(
i
ne
2N1bci
2(
i
neN1@a i
RRk i
RR1a i
RDk i
RD# . ~11!
Finally, the electrical neutrality of the plasma imposes
ne5N1. We note that Na5(Ni , the total atomic density
and Nt5Na1N1, the total particle density.
The system of differential equations @Eqs. ~10! and ~11!#
has been integrated numerically in using LSODE @32#, a rou-
tine specifically designed to solve stiff ordinary differential
equations. In each set of calculations, we keep Te and the
total particle density Nt constant.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. General behavior of time-dependent population densities
Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show the temporal evolution of the
level populations for an initial recombining situation at t50
s: ne51020 m23, Te58000 K, and Na51018 m23, and all
atomic levels are assumed to be in Boltzmann equilibrium
with the ground state at the electron temperature Te . All
elementary processes described above are taken into account,
and the plasma is considered to be optically thin. This initial
condition represents the temperature and densities measured
in a particular low-pressure nitrogen plasma flow @33#. How-
ever, it is important to point out that the general characteris-
tics of the time-dependent results do not depend on the
choice of the initial recombining condition.
In early times, the variations of N1 , N2 , N3 , and ne are
negligible, whereas the other excited level populations in-
crease and reach a plateau ~at t'331028 s and until t'1025
s, in this example!. It is interesting to note that the excited
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level populations at the plateau are very different from those
corresponding to the stationary state of the system ~reached
in this example after 103 s!. In fact, this plateau corresponds
to the stationary state of the excited level ~i.3! populations
with the initial values of Te , ne , N1 , N2 , and N3 . Figures
1~a! and 1~b! clearly illustrate on a particular situation that
very different time scales characterize the global relaxation
process. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolutions of un˙ eu and
N˙ i for 1<i<3. We note that a quasi-steady-state condition of
the form
un˙ eu5N˙ 11N˙ 21N˙ 3 ~12!
is satisfied for t>tmin ~tmin5331028 s in this example!.
For hydrogen, the corresponding quasi-steady-state ~QSS!
condition @34# takes into account only the ground state of the
atom. For nitrogen, Fig. 2 clearly shows the necessity to
consider also the contribution of the two metastable levels.
In fact, most earlier collisional-radiative models have been
developed with less powerful numerical tools than the one
used in this paper. Therefore, in his study @1#, Park assumed
that Eq. ~12! was the QSS condition in nitrogen, in order to
simplify his calculations. In this work, this condition appears
freely during the temporal relaxation.
B. General method to determine the effective
three-body recombination rate coefficient
For the global reaction N112e2$N1e2, we define kr ,
the effective three-body recombination rate coefficient, and
ki , the effective ionization rate coefficient, such that
dne
dt 5n
˙
e5kineNa2krne
3
. ~13!
Both rate coefficients have to be time independent, but
may depend on electron temperature and densities. Starting
at t50 s, from a recombining situation, in early times, the
first term of Eq. ~13! is far much smaller than the second
one. Therefore, if kr exists, then the ratio un˙ eu/n e3 is constant.
For the initial condition of the last section, Fig. 3 shows
that a value of kr can be determined for tmin<t<tmax , with
tmax51025 s. The minimal time required corresponds to the
relaxation time necessary to reach a quasi-steady-state ~Figs.
2 and 3! and is denoted tQSS in the following. Then, with no
preliminary hypothesis, the present work confirms that a
quasi-steady-state has to be reached in order to determine kr .
For t.tmax , ionization processes become significant, and the
first term in Eq. ~13! is no longer negligible in comparison to
the second one.
In order to determine kr , first we select an initial recom-
bining condition, and, second, we allow the transient solution
to develop until un˙ eu and N˙ 11N˙ 21N˙ 3 agree to within 1%.
Then we determine tQSS and calculate kr with the instanta-
neous values of un˙ eu and n e3. The interest of this approach is
the possibility to follow the temporal evolutions of popula-
tion densities and to determine tQSS .
FIG. 1. ~a! and ~b! Temporal evolution of densities for an initial
recombining situation: Te58000 K, ne51020 m23, and Na51018
m23, and considering all atomic levels in Boltzmann equilibrium
with the atomic ground state at Te . All elementary processes are
taken into account, and the plasma is considered to be optically
thin. Numbers denote atomic level numbers. Atomic level popula-
tion densities have been divided by their statistical weights.
FIG. 2. Production rates of N1 , N2 , and N3 , and the depletion
rate of ne for the same initial recombining condition as in Fig. 1.
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C. Optically thick plasma
In order to represent an optically thick medium, all radia-
tive processes have been neglected in this section. As only
elementary collisional processes are considered, the obtained
results are denoted with the superscript C . It is interesting to
note that these results may be applied also to optically thin
media where the electron number density is high enough to
neglect radiative processes in comparison to collisions.
1. Determination of the effective three-body
recombination rate coefficient
After having considered different initial conditions, we
have pointed out that in an optically thick medium, the ef-
fective three-body recombination rate coefficient k rC depends
only on the electron temperature, in agreement with earlier
studies @1,3#. We have noted no influence of either densities
or the initial distribution on the atomic levels. Figure 4 com-
pares the value of k rC, determined with our model, with the
one given by the fitting law proposed by Park @1#:
kr
C51.15310238S Te104D
25.27
m6 s21
for 4000 K<Te<20 000 K. ~14!
Over the whole temperature range, the value obtained
with our model remains smaller than the one given by Park’s
fitting law. The discrepancy between the two rates increases
with temperature, and exceeds one order of magnitude for
Te.8000 K. The simplest best-fit curve for our computed
results is
kr
C51.96310239S Te104D
26.04
m6 s21
for 2000 K<Te<12 000 K. ~15!
With our approach, we have also calculated the effective
three-body recombination rate coefficient k rC associated with
the cross sections derived by Gryzinski @22# for hydrogen,
and slightly modified by Park to study nitrogen @1#. That is,
nonhydrogenic effects are considered by multiplying the
Gryzinski value for the ground state by a factor 3, and for the
two metastable levels by a factor 1.5. The corresponding
elementary collisional rate coefficient values are close to
those used in our model for highly excited levels, but are
much higher for low-energy levels. In this case, Fig. 4 shows
that the derived effective three-body recombination rate co-
efficient value is very close to the one given by Park’s fitting
law even for 2000 K<Te<4000 K, a temperature range
where the validity of this analytical law is uncertain.
At low electron temperature, the good agreement depicted
in Fig. 4 between the values of the different effective recom-
bination rates seems to indicate that, for this temperature
range, the three-body recombination rate depends greatly on
inelastic collisions involving highly excited levels. Con-
versely, at high electron temperature, the significant discrep-
ancies observed seem to indicate that the recombination rate
depends mainly on elementary processes involving low-
energy levels.
2. Influence of the number of atomic levels
Figure 5 shows the influence of the number of atomic
levels on the calculated recombination rate coefficient value.
It clearly illustrates, that the lower the electron temperature,
the more numerous atomic levels are required to determine
k rC. For Te<2000 K, we note a discrepancy between the
results obtained with our atomic model ~43 levels! and the
same model involving only 40 levels. This result seems to
indicate that our atomic model is not adapted for this low
electron temperature range. It also confirms the strong influ-
ence of highly excited levels on the three-body recombina-
tion rate value at low electron temperatures. In fact, the theo-
retical determination of k rC at low electron temperatures is
generally difficult since, the more numerous highly excited
atomic levels are taken into account, the higher the derived
recombination rate.
FIG. 3. Time variations of un˙ eu/n e3 and (N˙ 11N˙ 21N˙ 3)/n e3 for
the same initial recombining condition as in Fig. 1.
FIG. 4. Three-body recombination rate in an optically thick
plasma. Solid line: our model. Dotted line: Park’s fitting law @1#.
Dashed line: our atomic model and the cross sections derived by
Gryzinski, and slightly modified to adapt nitrogen @1#.
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Finally, Fig. 5 shows that our 43 level atomic model is
adapted for studies in the temperature range considered in
this study, i.e., 2000 K<Te<12 000 K. For Te>6000 K, it is
interesting to note that a simplified 30-level model is accu-
rate enough. Conversely, the 14-level model proposed by
Kunc and Soon @6# appears to be unadapted to our whole
temperature range.
3. Study of tQSSC
In the preceding sections, we have pointed out that a
three-body recombination rate coefficient exists only when
the system is in a quasi-steady-state. Hence, before imple-
menting this rate coefficient in flow codes, one has to check
the validity of the QSS hypothesis @Eq. ~12!#. The time-
dependent approach used in this paper allows us to determine
the relaxation time tQSS
C necessary to reach a QSS starting at
t50 s from a given recombining situation.
For an optically thick case, Fig. 6 shows that tQSS
C de-
pends weakly on the electron temperature, but increases lin-
early with decreasing electron number density. We have also
noticed a small influence on tQSS
C by the initial distribution
on the atomic levels for Te>10 000 K, which is not repre-
sented in Fig. 6. For ne51019 m23, the relaxation time
tQSS
C derived using Gryzinski’s cross sections adapted to ni-
trogen @1# is also depicted. In this case, the elementary col-
lisional rate coefficients are greater than or equal to those
used in our model. As a consequence, the derived recombi-
nation rate k rC is higher ~Fig. 4! and we note on Fig. 6 that
the required relaxation time tQSS
C is one order of magnitude
shorter.
Finally, Fig. 6 shows that the three-body recombination
rate k rC determined in this paper is adapted to study optically
thick supersonic flows, where the characteristic flow time is
about 1026 s, only if ne>1020 m23. For lower electron num-
ber densities or shorter flow times, it is necessary to consider
one conservation equation for each atomic level i of the ni-
trogen atom.
4. Location of the critical level
In this study, we define the critical level p as the lowest
atomic level at which the population Np lies at the quasi-
steady-state in the range of 10% above or below the Saha-
Boltzmann value NP
SB
. That is, for t>tQSS and q>p we have
0.9<b~q !5Nq /Nq
SB<1.1. ~16!
For an optically thick medium, we have noted that the
critical level depends on the electron temperature, and not on
either the initial distribution on the atomic levels or on the
densities. Figure 7 shows that the number of levels in Saha-
Boltzmann equilibrium increases with the electron tempera-
ture especially in the 2000–5000 K range. For Te<2000 K,
no atomic level is in equilibrium at the QSS. This result
confirms that our atomic model does not allow us to deter-
mine k rC in this low temperature range ~Fig. 5!. Finally, for
Te>4500 K, it is interesting to note for practical applications
that p<15, and then all levels lying higher than 12.92 eV are
in Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium.
FIG. 5. Influence of the number of atomic levels on the derived
recombination rate in an optically thick case. FIG. 6. Relaxation time tQSSC in an optically thick plasma. Thin
lines correspond to different electron number densities. The thick
dashed line represents the results obtained for ne51019 m23, using
the cross sections derived by Gryzinski and slightly modified to
adapt nitrogen @1#.
FIG. 7. Location of the critical atomic level. Square: optically
thick case. Cross: ne51021 m23; plus: ne51020 m23; triangle:
ne51019 m23; and circle: ne51018 m23 in optically thin cases.
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D. Optically thin plasma
1. Determination of the effective three-body
recombination rate coefficient
In an optically thin plasma, the results obtained for differ-
ent initial recombining conditions indicate that the three-
body recombination rate depends only on the electron tem-
perature and the electron number density. First, if we neglect
dielectronic and radiative recombination processes, Fig. 8
shows that the influence of spontaneous emission on the re-
combination rate ~denoted, in this case, kr
CE! decreases as
either ne increases or Te decreases. As expected, for high
electron number densities the recombination rate coefficient
value converges to the lower limit obtained for an optically
thick medium, denoted kr ,min
C @Eq. ~15!#. For electron number
densities below 1016 m23, kr
CE reaches an upper limit denoted
kr ,max
CE
. At low electron temperature, Fig. 8 confirms the im-
portance of the highly excited ~and nonradiating! levels on
kr
CE
. Conversely, at high electron temperature, we note the
influence of low energy and radiating atomic levels.
If we take into account all the elementary processes pre-
sented in Sec. III, Fig. 9 shows that, the lower the electron
number density, the more dielectronic and radiative recom-
bination processes increase the total recombination rate kr .
In this case, we have noted that kr has no upper limit at low
electron number density. These results are in qualitative
agreement with those obtained earlier by Potapov et al. @3#.
The comparison with Park’s experimental data @5#, which
correspond to ne'1021 m23, is rather satisfying if we take
into account the uncertainty about escape factors and the
overestimation of the experimental electron temperature
@19#. It is also interesting to point out that Park’s fitting law
@1#, initially derived for an optically thick plasma, corre-
sponds with the results obtained with our model for an opti-
cally thin plasma where 1020 m23<ne<1021 m23 and 2000
K<Te<12 000 K.
When all elementary processes are considered, the contri-
bution of radiative and dielectronic recombinations can be
easily isolated in the general Eq. ~11!. Then this equation can
be simply written as
dne
dt 5n
˙ e5kineNa2kr
CFne
32aRne
2 ~17!
where kr
CE takes into account all the elementary collisional
processes and spontaneous emission ~Fig. 8!, and aR takes
into account dielectronic and radiative recombination pro-
cesses. The total recombination rate kr is therefore kr
CE
1aR/ne . This formulation is of great interest, since in the
present work aR has been expressed analytically. For an op-
tically thin plasma, we have
aR5(
i51
3
@a i
RR1a i
RD#5aRR1aRD, ~18!
where aRR and aRD are given by Eqs. ~8! and ~9!.
We have also fitted kr
CE ~Fig. 8! for different electron
number densities to the following expression:
kr
CE5ATe
b m6 s21, 2000 K<Te<12 000 K. ~19!
The coefficients A and b are given in Table II. The dis-
FIG. 8. Influence of spontaneous emission on the recombination
rate in an optically thin plasma. Numbers at right denote x with
ne510x m23. For high electron number densities, the lower limit of
the recombination rate, denoted kr ,min
C
, corresponds to the optically
thick case value. For low electron number densities, the upper limit
is denoted kr ,max
CE
.
FIG. 9. Three-body recombination rate derived in taking into
account all elementary processes, in an optically thin plasma. Num-
bers at right denote x with ne510x m23. The thick solid line cor-
responds to the lower limit of the recombination rate for high elec-
tron number densities ~optically thick case value!. Circles
correspond to experimental data @5#. The thin solid line is Park’s
fitting law @1#.
TABLE II. Parameters in the effective three-body recombina-
tion rate coefficient kr
CE for different electron number densities.
ne ~m
23! A ~m6 s21 K2b! b
1018 6.29310225 23.09
1019 4.37310223 23.66
1020 1.03310220 24.42
1021 3.05310219 24.89
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crepancy between the total recombination rate value calcu-
lated with the analytical expressions @Eqs. ~8!, ~9!, and ~19!#,
and the one determined directly and represented in Fig. 9,
remains within a factor of 2.
2. Study of tQSS
In an optically thin plasma, Fig. 10 shows that the re-
quired relaxation time tQSS depends on ne and Te as in an
optically thick plasma. However, radiative processes en-
hance recombination, and then the required tQSS is signifi-
cantly shorter in an optically thin case than in an optically
thick medium. That is, for ne51019 m23, the discrepancy is
about two orders of magnitude. Finally, Fig. 10 indicates that
in the computation of an optically thin supersonic nitrogen
plasma flow, where the characteristic flow time is about 1026
s and the electron number density exceeds 1018 m23, the
recombination rate coefficient kr derived in this paper can be
used. For lower electron number densities or shorter flow
times, it is necessary to consider one conservation equation
for each atomic level i of the nitrogen atom.
3. Location of the critical level
When radiative processes are taken into account, Fig. 7
shows that the critical level p decreases as Te and ne in-
crease. For a high electron number density, the critical level
converges to the one obtained for an optically thick medium.
This result puts forward that, for a given electron number
density, the reabsorption of the emitted radiation tends to
increase the number of levels in equilibrium with the con-
tinuum. For practical applications, it is interesting to note
that, for ne>1019 m23 and Te>4500 K, the critical level p is
lower or equal to 14; then all atomic levels lying higher than
14 eV are in Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium.
E. Comments on the definition of kr
Following the method described above to determine aR,
one could propose to derive an expression for the effective
three-body recombination rate coefficient directly from Eq.
~11!:
kr*5(
i
bci~Te!5 f ~Te!. ~20!
This coefficient takes into account only direct recombina-
tion processes on the atomic levels, and neglects the other
processes which link the atomic level populations together.
Figure 11 compares this coefficient kr* with kr ,min
C and
kr ,max
CE defined in the preceding sections. The smallest dis-
crepancy between the three different values is obtained for
Te,2000 K. This result confirms the importance of direct
recombination processes on highly excited levels in the low
electron temperature range. When the electron temperature
increases, kr* remains higher than kr ,max
CE ~one order of mag-
nitude difference at 12 000 K!. In conclusion, kr* is a math-
ematical coefficient with no physical interest to describe the
N112e2!N1e2 global recombination process. This result
already mentioned by Park @1# is clearly illustrated in this
paper. In fact, the present work confirms the importance of
taking into account the quasi-steady-state condition to derive
a meaningful recombination coefficient.
F. Determination of the effective ionization rate coefficient
In order to introduce the general Eq. ~17! in flow codes,
we also have to determine the effective ionization rate coef-
ficient ki . In fact, the general method described in the pre-
ceding sections to derive the effective recombination rate
coefficient can be used. That is, starting at t50s from an
ionizing situation, the value of the ionization coefficient is
given by the value of the ratio n˙ e/(neNa) @Eq. ~17!# at the
quasi-steady-state. However, it is interesting to point out that
ionization and recombination rate coefficients are not inde-
pendent. Indeed, at the stationary state of the reaction
N112e2$N1e2 the terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
~17! have to balance to give n˙ e50. In the optically thick
case, we simply have
FIG. 10. Relaxation time tQSS in an optically thin plasma for
different electron number densities.
FIG. 11. Different definitions of the three-body recombination
coefficient kr
CE
. kr* is the one-way coefficient and kr ,min
C and
kr ,max
CE are defined in Fig. 8.
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ki
C5kr
C @ne
Stat#2
Na
Stat 5kr
CKStat5kr
CKSaha~Te!. ~21!
In this case, the stationary state corresponds to a Saha
equilibrium at the electron temperature Te , and consequently
k iC is only a function of Te . In an optically thin plasma,
radiative processes enhance recombination and, then, the
ionization degree at the stationary state is lower than the one
corresponding to the Saha equilibrium. Consequently,
KStat,KSaha, where KStat depends on Te but also on densities.
As Kunc and Soon @6# clearly explained it, the most charac-
teristic density of the nonequilibrium properties of the sta-
tionary state is the total particle density Nt @6# ~note that the
definition of Nt proposed by these authors is the double of
ours! and not the electron number density usually used @3#.
First, neglecting radiative and dielectronic recombinations,
Fig. 12 depicts the equilibrium constant as a function of Te
for different values of Nt . The discrepancy with the Saha
value is significant, especially at low electron temperatures.
When electron temperature and densities increase, collisional
processes become more efficient than radiative processes,
and then the equilibrium constant values are closer to those
corresponding to a Saha equilibrium.
Figure 13 shows that the lower limit of the equilibrium
constant for low densities disappears when radiative and di-
electronic recombination processes are taken into account. In
their work, Kunc and Soon @6# studied more precisely the
reabsorption of the emitted radiation, but neglected a few
transitions that we have considered in our model. Therefore a
direct comparison of their computed densities at the station-
ary state with ours cannot be made; however, a qualitative
agreement is observed. Finally, this study clearly shows that,
with the nonlinear dependence of KStat on Nt , and the uncer-
tainty on escape factors, it turns out to be very difficult to
derive handy analytical expressions for ki to be implemented
in flow codes. However, data files giving KStat as a function
of Te for different values of Nt can be obtained from the
authors.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the effective three-body
recombination rate coefficient of nitrogen in a plasma where
1018 m23<ne<1021 m23 and 2000 K<Te<12 000 K. In the
optically thick case, we propose an analytical expression of
the recombination coefficient to be implemented in flow
codes:
kr
C51.96310239S Te104D
26.04
m6 s21
for 2000 K<Te<12 000 K. ~15!
This rate coefficient value remains smaller than the one
given by Park’s fitting law @1#, and the discrepancy exceeds
one order of magnitude for Te.8000 K. In an optically thin
plasma, radiative processes enhance recombination and then
increase the effective recombination coefficient, especially at
high electron temperatures. In this paper, we have taken into
account the dielectronic recombination process which is usu-
ally neglected, but turns out to be more efficient than the
radiative recombination process at electron temperatures be-
low 20 000 K. Finally, we have shown that the effective
three-body recombination rate coefficient kr could be written
as kr
CE1aR/ne , where kr
CE takes into account all the elemen-
tary collisional processes and spontaneous emission and aR
dielectronic and radiative recombination processes. In order
to implement these new results easily in flow codes, we pro-
pose simple analytical expressions for kr
CE @see Eq. ~19! and
Table II# and aR @see Eqs. ~8! and ~9!#. It is interesting to
point out that Park’s fitting law, which has been established
in using inaccurate collision cross sections in an optically
thick medium, turns out to correspond with the recombina-
tion coefficient derived in this paper for an optically thin
plasma where 1020 m23<ne<1021 m23 and 2000 K<Te
<12 000 K.
FIG. 12. Influence of spontaneous emission on the equilibrium
constant in an optically thin plasma. Numbers denote x with
Nt510x m23. The thick solid line corresponds to the Saha value.
FIG. 13. Equilibrium constant derived in taking into account all
elementary processes in an optically thin plasma. Numbers denote x
with Nt510x m23. The thick solid line corresponds to the Saha
value.
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The associated effective ionization rate coefficient ki has
been determined in taking into account that effective ioniza-
tion and recombination coefficients are related by the station-
ary state of the reaction N112e2$N1e2. In the optically
thick case, the stationary state is a Saha-Boltzmann equilib-
rium, and the equilibrium constant depends only on Te . In
the optically thin case, the equilibrium constant value is
lower, and depends on Te and the total density Nt .
This study has once more confirmed the importance of the
quasi-steady-state ~QSS! condition to determine meaningful
rate coefficients. A time-dependent approach has allowed us
to study the relaxation time tQSS necessary to reach a QSS,
which limits the validity of the derived rate coefficients. For
recombining plasmas, we have pointed out that tQSS depends
on Te and ne . At a given electron number density the longest
relaxation time corresponds to an optically thick medium.
Then the effective three-body recombination rate coefficient
derived in this paper may be implemented in the computation
of supersonic plasma flows, where the characteristic flow
time is about 1026 s, for an electron number density higher
than 1018 m23 if the plasma is optically thin, and for electron
number density higher the 1020 m23 if the plasma is optically
thick. For lower densities or shorter flow times, it is neces-
sary to compute one conservation equation for each atomic
level i of the nitrogen atom.
For experimental applications, we have also studied the
location of the lowest atomic level which population is in
Saha-Boltzmann equilibrium at the quasi-steady-state. We
have shown that the number of atomic levels in Saha-
Boltzmann equilibrium increases with ne and Te . For
Te>4500 K, in an optically thick plasma and in an optically
thin plasma with ne>1019 m23, all levels lying higher than
12.9 and 14 eV, respectively, are in Saha-Boltzmann equi-
librium.
The accuracy of the final results of this work depends on
the choice of the atomic model and on the accuracies of the
cross sections and Einstein coefficients. First, we have
shown that the accuracy of highly excited level population
determinations limits at low electron temperatures the accu-
racy of the derived recombination coefficient. In order to
study electron temperatures below 2000 K, it would be nec-
essary to consider a more detailed atomic model for highly
excited levels than the one used in this paper. Second, we
have pointed out that kr and tQSS values depend significantly
on the choice of the cross sections for electron-impact exci-
tation and deexcitation processes. We consider that the Vain-
shtein formalism @21# is certainly more adapted to determine
these cross sections for low atomic levels than hydrogenic
models used in earlier studies @1#. However, it is important to
note that the Vainshtein approach is based on a Born ap-
proximation. Currently, more accurate quantum mechanical
methods such as close-coupling and R-matrix methods are
available, but they are computer time intensive and have
been completed only for a few systems @35#.
In this work, the treatment of radiation has been reduced
to the two limits of optically thick and optically thin cases. It
would be interesting to develop the modeling of radiation
escape factors in order to study more precisely the influence
of the reabsorption of radiation on the results. However, it
should be pointed out that these effects will not change the
general characteristics of the results discussed in this paper.
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